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The effectiveness of Polydioxanone (PDO) thread for face lifting: A pilot study 
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ABSTRACT 

The most effective treatment of sagging face is facelift operation but there are long 

downtime and a lot of risks then a lot of minimal invasive procedures were develop, thread 

lifting is the one of them . In the past, thread were used to suspense the sagging tissue and 

need to fixed in the fascia, disadvantage of this method is too hard to resolve the 

complication because non-absorbable property . Nowadays polydioxanone thread was used to 

insert into skin in small and short piece for face lifting but thiS method lack of evidence base 

study to confirm the result. 

Objective: To determine the effectiveness and side effects of polydioxanone thread for face 

lifting. 

Materials and Methods: Fifthteen thai patients with facial laxity age between 35 - 55 years 

old were enrolled then treated with polydioxanone thread in cross technique (reticular pattern) 

80 threads whole face. Patients were followed up for 1, 4, 12 and 24 weeks after the 

treatment. Clinical outcomes were evaluated by compare a photo, which took by VISIA, 

between before and after treatment by 3 independent doctor, skin elasticity was evaluated by 

Cutometer MP A580 and patient satisfaction was evaluated by questionnaire after treatment 

Result: Fifthteen Thai patients were enrolled . One patient was drop out at 4 weeks follow up, 

and fourteen patients were evaluated. At 4 weeks 6 patients were improve and increase to 11 

patients at 12 weeks and still the same result at 24 weeks . The skin elasticity decrease with 

time and significant in statistic at 12 weeks but return to normal at 24 weeks. The most 

common side effect was mild swelling and bruising. Two patients had a few nodules on their 

face that completely resolve at 12 weeks, there was no serious complication. 

Conclusion: The polydioxanone thread lift may be one of the alternative choice for 

minimally-invasive face lifting It is easy to perform under topical anesthesia. It has minimal 

downtime and low risk of complication. This method is effective for improving jawline and 

marionette line but not effective for improve skin elasticity. This method is not appropriate for 

patient with too much sagging and need to combine with other modality to improve aesthetic 

outcome. 
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BACKGROUND 
>7 

The most effective way to improve the skin laxity was face lift operation which have 

long downtime and a lot of risks. Then a lot of minimal invasive procedures were developed . 

Thread lifting was one of the popular procedures which use until now. 



In past, thread was use to suspended or hooked up the to correct 

ptosis skin. developed 1998 by used a non-absorbable suture material (polypropylene) 

along their length or suture also call APTOS thread 

Because non-absorbable property of thread when patient have 

such as breakage, asymmetry and thread visualization need a 

methods to resolved the complication. 

in 2005 another thread was developed by use a absorbable cones instead 

but the thread still use non-absorbable polypropylene, in name silhouette 

need a inscision at the temporal area to insert the thread and need to 

the thread in the temporal 201 Because thread was non-absorbable 

to complication must use surgical procedure an APTOS. 
Now polydioxanone was used face lifting by insert a 4 - 6 centimeters long 

into a to collagen production. has very popular that 

was used in many hospitals to 
procedure to 

This use the thread (miracu®)size 6 centimeters long and 

thread size 4 centimeters long into the subcutis / SMAS layer, for lift 

of study was to assess and effect this 

procedures. 

evaluates effectiveness polydioxanone thread the and 

to determme the side of procedure. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

old were then 

treated pattern) 80 threads whole 

were followed up outcomes were 

evaluated a treatment 

independent doctors, elasticity was evaluated by and 

«.1\..<<.<.,,·,-, by treatment. 

ANALYSIS 

All using paired t-test All p-values were two 

and p :S 0.05 was considered summary are expressed as mean 

SD. 

RESULTS 

15 Thai patients were enrolled. One was drop out at 4 weeks follow up and 

patients were evaluated. Most of the patients were 10 cases and 4 cases were male. 



The mean aged of the samples was 41 .14±5.48 year (Min 35 year, Max 55 year). Pain score 

during the procedure "vas 5.00±2.04 score (Min 0, Max 7). 

At 4 weeks, 8 patients were improvement, 6 patients were not change and none of 

them worsening. At 12 weeks number of improvement were increase to 11 patients, 3 patients 

were the same and none of them worsening. At 24 weeks follow up the result still the same as 

12 weeks. Skin elasticity was decreased at 4 weeks and more decreased at 12 weeks but return 

to normal at 24 weeks follow up 
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Most patients had mild swelling and bruising which resolved at 4 weeks follow up . 

Two patients developed a few nodules on cheek area, and then completely resolve at 12 

weeks . There was no serious adverse effect such as infection, hematoma and muscle or nerve 

Injury. 
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AU patients had satisfaction with the result not only in lifting but also in tightening 

and brightening. 

DISCUSSION 

In the past thread was use to hook up the laxity skin such as APTOS (Sulamanidze, 

2002), Silhouette Thread (Rima, 2009) and Large anchors knot suspension (Eremia, 2006) 

which can see the result immediately after the procedure but they had a lot of sides effect and 

hard to resolved because of non-absorbable property . 

This was a new method to use a thread in a different way by induces collagen 

production (Huggins, 2007) similar to intense focus ultrasound and radiofrequency device that 

need the collagen to produce around the thread . 

The mean skin elashcity decrease after thread lifting was done that may be due to skin 

inflammation process around the thread and when the thread dissolved the skin elasticity 

return to normal value. 
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Figure 3: The result between before thread ljfting (A) and 12 weeks follow up (B) 

Side effects of this method were very mild and self-limited . The most common side effects 
were mild swelling and bruising that can be found regularly in skin injury which resolved 

without sequelae at 1 week 

This is a novel methods to use a thread for lifting the face by use a small multiple 

thread insert into the skin in cross technique (reticular pattern) that no skin incision, no skin 

excision easy to use, minimal downtime and safe when compare with previous thread lift 

procedure. 

CONCLUSION 

The polydioxanone thread lift may be one of the alternative choices for minimally

invasive face lifting. It is easy to perfonn under topical anesthesia. It has minimal downtime 

and low risk of complication. This method is effective for improving jawline and marionette 

line but not effective for improve skin elasticity. This method is not appropriate for patient 

with too much sagging and need to combine with other modality to improve aesthetic 

outcome. 
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